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Proposal for 18th April  

 

Option A: Explore the Great Wall at Badaling 

 

Suggested Schedule:  
08:00     Depart from hotel after your breakfast   

09:30     Arrive at the parking lot of the Great Wall, walking to the Cable Car Station  

09:35     Take the cable car to the Top of the Wall (5-6 minutes) 

09:45     Free Time to explore the history, culture and the landscape at the wall with your private  

guide, then get down by cable car  

12:00     Walking to the restaurant nearby   

12:10     Lunch in the local restaurant  

13:10     Drive back to the hotel 

15:00     Back to the hotel for a relax evening time in Beijing  

***Above schedule is for your reference only, it is subject to change due to the local condition.  

 

The Great Wall is a must for a China tour, while Badaling is a must for a Great Wall tour. Badaling  

Great Wall in Beijing is the best-preserved and most complete section among the various, hence the  

most popular, even among world leaders. You should visit it at least once in your life. 

Tips:  

*What to wear: Comfortable shoes; 

*What to bring: a full water bottle and toilet paper for the bathroom(none provided).  

 

Prices: 

20-  * 37-seater vehicle will be arranged 

31-  * 49-seater vehicle will be arranged 

Price including: 

* Specified sightseeing on itinerary with English speaking guide; 

* All specified entrance fee (including the cable car) mentioned on above itinerary 

* Set menu Chinese lunch in local Chinese restaurant including one glass of soft drink 



45 pax: USD65 per person

30 pax: USD70 per person 
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Option B: Explore the Mystery Imperial Palace - The Forbidden City  

 

Suggested Schedule: 
08:30     Depart from hotel 

09:00     Arrive at the Forbidden City, start your exploration inside this mystery Imperial Palace   

11:00     Drive to the local restaurant for your lunch 

11:30     Enjoy your lunch time  

12:40     Drive back to the hotel 

13:10     Back to the hotel for a good relax time  

***Above schedule is for your reference only, it is subject to change due to the local condition.  

 

 
 

The Forbidden City in Beijing was the Chinese Imperial Palace during the mid-Ming and the Qing Dynasties.  

It was listed by UNESCO as the largest collection of preserved ancient wooden structures in the world.  

Ancient Chinese Astronomers believed that the Purple Star (Polaris) was in the center of heaven and the  

Heavenly Emperor lived in the Purple Palace. The Palace for the emperor on earth was so called the Purple  

City. It was forbidden to enter without special permission of the emperor. Hence its name 'The Purple  

Forbidden City', usually 'The Forbidden City'. 

 
Prices: 

20- * 37-seater vehicle will be arranged 

31-  * 49-seater vehicle will be arranged 

 

Price including: 

* Specified sightseeing on itinerary with English speaking guide; 

* All specified entrance fee mentioned on above itinerary 

* Set menu Chinese lunch in local Chinese restaurant including one glass of soft drink 

 


